A cognitive robotic architecture for an active vision and
reaching system
Further information on the active vision and reaching project

An experimental ”reach and look” robot architecture
This project will build a demonstrator that simulates human eye movements in locating
objects and then reaching for them with a simulated arm. The looking will be done with
motorised cameras and the reaching will really be pointing using a motorised laser
pointer.

Research question / Project goals:
The human eye has its highest resolution in the centre of the retina, the fovea. Thus, the
eye must move (rapidly) to fixate on different points of interest (gaze) in order to
recognise objects. This movement space is the gaze space of the eye.
But when an object has been located (at some location in gaze space) a robot will want to
move its hand to the same location in order to grasp it. The movement space of the arm is
its reach space and a big question is how the reach space can be correlated (in both human
brains and robots) so that any point in space has the same correspondence in the two very
different gaze and reach spaces.
The goal of this project is to build some experimental software that will interactively
construct the gaze and reach spaces and learn to relate them. Various models can then be
tested out in the software and the results compared.

Platform:
After analysis and design the software will be implemented on provided hardware
consisting of two motorised cameras, a motorised laser pointer and a control computer.
Software tools such as MatLab will be available.
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